TSS International Armour Mobility

Specialists for:
- Military Runflat systems
- Civilian Runflat systems
- Brake systems for armoured vehicles
- Protected fuel tanks
- Two-piece wheels with bead locks
- Vehicle intercoms
- Tyre pressure monitoring and adjustment systems
- Impact absorption Skydex
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TSS Wheel Protection

TSS International the One-Stop-Shop for complete wheel protection.
Off-road driving requires low tyre pressure. Hutchinson 2-piece wheels with beadlock, allow you to lower tyre pressure drastically, in order to maximise your grip. Hutchinson 2-piece wheels are also suitable for VFI Runflat systems.

Introducing the Hutchinson 2-piece wheel with beadlock or VFI Runflat systems, guaranteed to keep you moving.

Technical specifications:
- 8.5 J x 18 AH2 / 9 J x 20 AH2
- Payload 1.600 or 1.800 kgs (TÜV approved)
- Asymmetric Safety Humps
- Integrated runner (patent pending) for Rodgard APX / BPX Runflat systems
- Larger inside diameter for Heavy-Duty brake systems
- Steel inserts to allow over-torque

No compromise for your braking system.
TSS has the ideal Braking System for specific customer requirements. Caliper, Friction ring and Braking Pad are perfectly adapted to each other. MOV’IT® SECURITY Heavy-Duty Brake Systems provide the highest braking force in the smallest space.

Due to ever increasing payloads and limited availability of suitable wheels, TSS International has developed 18 and 20 inch multipurpose wheels, which can be fitted on various armoured 4x4 vehicles and limousines.

TSS Heavy-Duty multipurpose wheels, more than 3.900 users worldwide.

Rodgard Runflat systems are light-weight, highly durable and strong enough to support a fully armoured vehicle. A vehicle equipped with Rodgard Runflat Systems is a vehicle that can keep moving in hazardous situations. We call that: Lifesaving Mobility.

Introducing the Rodgard Runflat system, because time can cost more than money when standing still.

Unmissable... the Hutchinson VFI Runflat system, for when stopping is just not an option.

Designed especially for military applications, Hutchinson VFI Runflat systems are the unbreakable runflat system. The combination of Hutchinson 2-piece wheels and VFI with integrated beadlock ensures you can keep moving when stopping is just not an option.

TSS wheel protection can provide a solution for most vehicle types and budgets.